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OVERVIEW

• Our task: to provide the background and legal environment in UK
and France

• Structured around three themes:
1. The development of competition in the electricity market
2. Regulation of the electricity sector
3. Role of competition law in developing electricity markets
• Compare and contrast the position in UK and France
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITION IN THE
ELECTRICITY MARKET – GREAT BRITAIN
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KEY STRUCTURAL CHANGES SINCE
PRIVATISATION

• 1999 – supply market fully open to competition
• Utilities Act 2000 – each PES split into separate supply and
distribution businesses

• 2002 – retail price controls ended

• M&A activity:
– Big 6 suppliers formed
– Investment by suppliers in generation
– Distribution divested (except for SP / SSE)
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SUPPLY – THE POSITION TODAY
Public Electricity
Suppliers in 1990
•
•
•
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•
•
•
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Scottish Hydro-Electric
Southern Electric
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•
•

London Electricity
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• SEEBOARD
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GENERATION – THE POSITION TODAY
Companies with UK Generating Capacity

RWE Npower
EDF
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SSE
Iberdrola
Centrica
Drax
ESB
AES
Others
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DISTRIBUTION – THE POSITION TODAY
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IMPACT OF EU ENERGY POLICY

• Generally muted – no structural change
• GB model broadly compliant with EU market liberalisation
requirements

• Some important changes to regulatory regime (see next theme)
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PROBLEMS EMERGE …

• Energy bills start to rise ...
• The hunt for culprits:
– Weak customer response
– Incumbency advantage / ‘sticky’ customers
– Vertical integration and barriers to entry
– Possible tacit coordination between suppliers
• What is the regulatory response?
– Ofgem’s energy supply probe / retail market review
– Market investigation by the Competition and Markets Authority
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KEY DEVELOPMENTS – TIMELINE
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DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITION IN THE
ELECTRICITY MARKET – FRANCE

SITUATION BEFORE LIBERALISATION: 1999

• Creation of EDF (1946): nationalisation of 1450 private companies
• Massive investments in nuclear fleet in the 1970s and 1980s
• Monopoly of EDF
Nuclear
Thermal
– In production
Hydropower
– In transportation
– In supply
– In distribution (with the exception
of small local distributors)
• EDF entrusted with a public service mission
– Equal access with equal pricing
– Low regulated prices thanks to nuclear energy
– Continuity of service
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WHY LIBERALISATION?

• European commitment to opening the market to competition
– Customers’ ability to choose their supplier
– Producer’s freedom of establishment
– Transparent & non discriminatory access to transmission system
• France: reluctance to abide by those changes
– Slow and limited development of competition in France
– Grid independence à la française: independent transmission
operator (ITO)
• The grid operators are EDF subsidiaries (RTE and ErDF)
• Internal separation of transportation/distribution and
generation/supply
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PATH TO LIBERALISATION

June 2000
Heavy
consumption
non household
customers
(>16GWh/year)

July 2004
All non
household
customers and
local authorities

February 2003
Moderate
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(7-16GWh/year)

January 2016
End of regulated
tariffs for non
household
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July 2007
All customers
(household and
non household)
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REGULATED TARIFFS VS MARKET PRICES
Regulated
Tariffs

Market Prices

Use of the public grid fee
(price fixed by Minister
following CRE’s
recommendation)

Use of the public grid fee
(price fixed by Minister
following CRE’s
recommendation)

Supply tariff (must cover
production and commercial
costs of incumbent supplier)

Supply market price (will
depend on the marginal cost
of the last plant called to
produce)

Taxes

Taxes

(before ARENH)
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HOW COMPETITIVE IS THE MARKET TODAY?
EDF: lowest prices, highest market share
EDF Regulated tariffs
EDF Market Prices
Alternative Market Prices

• Overwhelming use of regulated tariffs
• Market prices only 4% to 6% cheaper
• Not all customers are aware of the existence of alternative suppliers
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HOW TO INCENTIVIZE MOVE TO MARKET PRICES: NEW
ELECTRICITY MARKET ORGANIZATION LAW (IN 2010)

• End of regulated tariffs for non household customers in 2016
• ARENH: regulated access to incumbent nuclear energy
– Objective: enabling alternative suppliers to benefit from the lower
cost of nuclear production  offer more competitive market prices

– Mechanism
• EDF sells up to 100 TW of its nuclear energy production (about
25%) to alternative suppliers at cost (with no profit margin)
• Sale price is set by decree, taking into account the cost of
nuclear electricity production (currently 42€/MWh)
• CRE coordinates volumes for each supplier
• Transition mechanism set to end in 2025
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COMPETITION AMONG ALTERNATIVE SUPPLIERS

•
•
•
•
•

GDF Suez: incumbent gas supplier (largest alternative supplier)

Direct Énergie: merged with Poweo (2012); second largest supplier
E.ON and Alpiq: foreign incumbent suppliers (German and Swiss)
Enel France, Vattenfall and Enovos: foreign alternative suppliers

Planète Oui & Enercoop: green energy suppliers

Alternative
suppliers represent
only 8% of the total
market in number
of sites

Source: Selectra.info (2013)
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SOURCES OF ENERGY AND RENEWABLES (2013)

Hydropower

Thermal

Windpower

Renewables
Photovoltaic
Other
Nuclear

Increased diversity of renewable energies: biomass, biogas, solar, marine
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MARKET LIBERALISATION IN FRANCE:
MIXED RESULTS

• Very low market share of alternative suppliers
• Prevalence of regulated tariffs over market prices
• Lack of awareness of customers
– Majority of household customers not aware of the existence of
market prices

– Very low switch rate to market prices

• Price increase of electricity for non household customers of 45%
since 2003, according to the French Energy Ombudsman
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REASONS FOR LIMITED SUCCESS AND
FUTURE OUTLOOK

• Why has the opening of the market not been more successful?
– Innovation in electricity has not altered the nature of the product
but only its marketing: little space for competition

– No opening of essential facilities: importance of nuclear energy
was not taken into account early in the process

• What prospects for the future?
– ARENH mechanism will come to an end in 2025
– Energy transition bill (in legislative process)
• Decrease share of nuclear produced electricity by 50% in 2025
• Multiply by 2 the use of renewable energy
• Divide by 2 the energy consumption in France by 2050
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REGULATION OF THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR –
GREAT BRITAIN

THE ENERGY REGULATOR - OFGEM

AT PRIVATISATION

NOW

•

Gas and electricity regulated separately (Offer / Ofgas)

•

An individual exercises regulatory powers – the Director
General (DG)

•

Electricity and gas regulators merged into Ofgem

•

Director General role abolished – Ofgem (GEMA)
regulates as a corporate body

•

designated as the National Regulatory Authority for EU
purposes
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STATUTORY GENERAL DUTIES
•

Ensure that all reasonable demands for electricity are
satisfied

•

Secure that licensees are able to finance their functions

•

Promote competition in generation and supply

•

Protect the interests of consumers, wherever appropriate
by promoting competition

•

Having regard to need to:

AT PRIVATISATION

NOW

•

•

secure all reasonable demands are met

•

secure licensees are able to finance their functions

•

To contribute to sustainable development

“Interests of consumers” include their interests in
reducing emissions / security of supply / EU objectives
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LICENCE MODIFICATIONS
• Key regulatory tool for Ofgem to deliver policy objectives
– including implement price control reviews for monopoly network businesses
• At privatisation, licence modifications required:
– Consent of licensee; or
– Successful reference to the Competition Commission (now CMA) on public
interest grounds

• Change in 2011 to reflect EU Third Energy Package:
– Requirement for Ofgem decisions to be binding
– Ofgem now has right to impose licence modifications subject to a right of
appeal to the CMA

– Appeal on statutory grounds – intended to be a merits-based appeal
– But decision to go to CMA now for licensees, not Ofgem
• Tends to strengthen Ofgem’s position viz-a-viz licensees
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INDEPENDENCE OF REGULATION
• Purpose of independent regulation:
– To protect consumers from exploitation by the privatised companies; and
– To protect investors in those companies from interference by government
• Independence jeopardised if government seeks to unduly influence regulatory
decisions

• Recent attacks on regulatory independence:
– Government push for market investigation
– Energy Secretary letters to Ofgem / CMA attacking British Gas
– Labour party ‘energy price freeze to 2017’ election promise + threat to abolish
Ofgem

– DECC assuming direct responsibility for smart meter roll-out
• Consequence: appeal body CMA ‘playing to the gallery’ in its press releases
– ‘very conscious of anything that impacts on customer bills’
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REGULATION OF THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR –
FRANCE

THE CRE: ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION
Who regulates the electricity market?

• Energy Regulatory Commission, independent administrative authority
What are its general duties?

•
•
•
•

Ensure proper functioning of the market
Foster the development of competition on the market
For the benefit of the customers
In compliance with energy policy
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MISSIONS OF THE CRE
What are its missions?

• Regulate the electricity network
– Guarantee the right of access to public electricity grids & facilities
– Ensure the proper functioning and development of infrastructure
– Ensure the independence of grid operators
– Contribute to building the European Internal Market for electricity
• Regulate the electricity market
– Monitor transactions on the electricity market
– Ensure the proper functioning of retail markets
– Contribute to the implementation of measures to support
generation and supply of electricity

– Inform all customers
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POWERS OF THE CRE
What are its powers?

• Power of decision, approval or authorisation (over ITO investment
programs, conditions of access and use of the grid)

• Dispute settlement and sanctions relating to access or use of network
(by the CoRDIS: Committee for dispute settlement and sanctions)

•
•
•
•

Powers of proposal (tariffs for use of electricity grid)
Information and investigative powers with stakeholders

Advisory powers (on decrees related to regulated tariffs and ARENH)
Additional powers to those of the Minister (processing of tenders for
electricity generation)
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INTERACTIONS WITH THE FRENCH COMPETITION
AUTHORITY (FCA)

How does it interact with the FCA?
• CRE can consult and refer cases to the FCA
Does it enforce competition law in the electricity sector?

• No, unlike other sector regulators, it must refer all competition cases
(abuse of dominance and anticompetitive agreements) to the FCA
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ROLE OF COMPETITION LAW IN DEVELOPING
ELECTRICITY MARKETS – GREAT BRITAIN

ROLE OF COMPETITION LAW IN DEVELOPING
THE UK ENERGY MARKET
• In contrast to certain EU member States, competition law has not been the primary
driving force in developing the UK energy market
• No European Commission competition law case extracting structural change as a
price for settling an investigation
• Ofgem holds EU and UK competition law enforcement powers concurrently with
the CMA
– But only one competition law infringement decision result in financial penalty
(see next slide)

• Looking forward, competition law is expected to play a bigger role in developments
in the UK energy market:
– Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013
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NATIONAL GRID GAS METERING CASE
• Ofgem investigated a complaint about National Grid’s meter service agreements
(MSAs) which precluded suppliers from replacing more than 5% of National
Grid’s meters in one year
• Outcome: Ofgem imposed a fine of £41.6 million on competition law, finding that
National Grid had abused its dominant position in the market for supply of
domestic gas meters and had restricted the development of competition by
entering into long term MSAs
• Fine was reduced to £30 million on appeal to the Competition Appeal Tribunal
(CAT), and then down to £15 million on appeal to the Court of Appeal

– National Grid had been in discussion with another branch of Ofgem about the
MSAs

– This was the mitigating factor considered by CAT and the Court of Appeal in
reducing National Grid’s fine
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ENTERPRISE AND REGULATORY REFORM ACT
2013

DRIVERS

KEY CHANGES

Government concerned that sector regulators not making
sufficient use of their competition powers. Desire for
concurrency regime to be strengthened.
•

Ofgem must consider using its competition powers
before using its enforcement powers

•

CMA authorised to determine whether it or Ofgem leads
infringement investigations in the energy sector

•

CMA to report annually on use of concurrent powers by
Ofgem and other regulators

•

SoS authorised to remove concurrent competition law
functions from sector regulators
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ROLE OF COMPETITION LAW IN DEVELOPING
ELECTRICITY MARKETS – FRANCE

CASE LAW DEVELOPMENTS

• FCA decisions
– Direct Energie (07-D-43): required EDF to sell a set volume of
–

electricity to alternative suppliers on the wholesale market to
prevent margin squeeze (the “ARENH decision”) (10/12/2007)
Solaire Direct (13-D-20): fined EDF 13.5 million euros for abuse of
dominance on the photovoltaic electricity market by favouring its
subsidiary EDF ENR (17/12/2013)

• European Commission decisions
– Long-term supply contracts (17/03/2010): EDF commitments to
open French electricity market over concerns that its contracts
with large electricity customers hindered entry and expansion of
competitors.
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